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how will songs be catalogued and
displayed in the library? how will
content be held? this obviously affects
the way that the library will be
displayed.
Options:
- by date (each week) - ok to start, will
become unwieldy after a few months.
- by genre: some genres may look
rather empty....
- search function: doesn't give user a
clear idea of what's there
by decade / era? this works well on
'about music'

Listen Live

Sold on Song Masthead

Have Your Say

"Song of The Week"
- intro
- listen to song of the week
- link to Song of the Week for full story

SoS Navigation

"text about a listener's memory of the song and
what it means to them..."
more>
Song Shortlist
- list of nominations for SoW (vote for SoW)
- nominate a song for SoW
- send us your memories about a nomination

Sold On Song
Shortlist
Song of the Week
Song Scrapbook
A-Z Songwriting
Masterclasses

audio / video
(context,
interviews, etc)
Contextual Links

Song Library
Songs displayed by:
- Song Listing (a-z)
- Songs by Genre
(see R2 music for Genre Listing)
- Songs by Era
(see Music Memories for Era Listing)

Radio 2 Music
BBC Music
About Music
Find Artists/Albums
GO!

tell us about your memories: send email, text, images.
have random quizzes / questions / multiple choice around songs?
see www.songfacts.com

Song
Memories
- listeners
contributions

See Also:
>> Influences / Inspiration
>> Closely Related
>> Cover Versions

link to message
boards.

promo for radio 2 music included?

Radio 2 Masthead
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Have your Say
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See Also:
>> related Radio 2 content
>> related BBC Music content

Sold On Song homepage
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Listen

links out to:
>> Deeper Learning
>> related Radio 2 content
>> related BBC Music content

Song of the Week page: layout derived from SoS_satisfaction. jpg
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Song memories: ideally
share content with
"about music"?

Radio 2 Masthead

Listen Live

Song Of The Week

Have Your Say

"Song Title"
- year of composition/place in charts/
- song artist/ composer
- link to interview with artist/composer
- listen to original version

SoS Navigation

R2 view should also

The Radio 2 View
incorporate the artist/
composer's view (A/V)
- presenter name
- listen to audio
"text about the presenter's memory of the
song...lorem ipsum dolor sit amet in nonesqui"
more>

Song Memories
"text about a listener's memory of the song and
what it means to them...lorem ipsum dolor sit
amet in nonesqui"
more>

Sold On Song
Shortlist
Song of the Week
Song Scrapbook
A-Z Songwriting
Masterclasses
audio / video
(context,
interviews, etc)

i

what's your
favourite version?
- links to cover
Like this song? Try versions
- links controlled
- suggestion 1
by Muze?

Rate this Song

- suggestion 2

"text about a listener's memory of the song and Contextual Links
- Radio2 Music,
what it means to them"
more>
- BBC Music

"text about a listener's memory of the song and - etc.
what it means to them"
more>
Find Artists/Albums
GO!

tell us about your memories: send email, text, images.
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